
 

For a movie so forgettable, they sure worked hard to stay relevant. A cheap comedy about two abcd employees who have been
tasked with filming a sequel to their hit movie, abcd 1. After the success of the first film, the company has quickly moved into
producing less quality material in order to hold on to their audience. As it turns out, clip clips from abcd 1 are used as an
appetizer before each new chapter in this disappointing sequel. The film is littered with product placement and references that
have been done time and time again since its release back in 2005. Even the soundtrack is littered with commercial music and a
little bit of old abcd 1. The cast was made up of the same non-actors from the first film. A particular highlight from this movie
is that it features a series of edits from the first film, as if the editing team were playing a DVD of their own film at someone's
house. In fact, some scenes that were cut from this sequel are shown in abcd 1 with titles attached.

Nothing unusual here besides it being unrated, but it is still considered to be one of the worst "high concept" comedies ever
produced. A simple plot about two bald abcd employees, the director and a Hollywood star all falling down a flight of stairs can
hardly be anything but an abcd rip off. The whole film is filled with product placement and cliche scenes used over and over
again. It offers very little originality on par with britney spears' famous dance moves from the first film. For a movie that's
based on a series of scenes, there is a lot less scenes presented here compared to the first film. Just as many scenes can be found
from only one movie as only one scene from this movie exists from the original. Only those who have been indoctrinated by
MTV will think it is anywhere near as funny as the first movie was. Its biggest criticism is that the film is still funny after seeing
it over and over again due to its abcd references. However, its not nearly as original or funny as the first abcd. It is also very
short (only 4 minutes) which makes it hard to sit through for more than once. It's not nearly as bad as most people think it is, but
there are more laughs in one minute of abcd 1 than out of this whole movie combined. The only original scene of abcd 2 was
actually cut from this film (and used in abcd 1). The only reason to watch this movie is to watch it before abcd 1.

A bunch of pictures, clips, and scenes from the first film are compiled in a moving picture for this sequel. Rather than having
original content or trying to make a sequel that would be even funnier than the original, they instead take old clips from the first
film and present them to the audience in an organized format which lacks any actual jokes or humor. The same cast of non-
actors are used again with no real improvement to their acting skills. The soundtrack is filled with popular music that has been
used countless times since its release in 2005.
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